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PERSONAL AGRONOMY, SIMPLIFIED.
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R3 is the critical stage to apply fungicides and foliars on beans.  
Watch this video to determine when your beans are in the R3 stage.

R3 Bean Stage Video

https://tinyurl.com/R3-Bean-Stage-Video
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	DATE: July 14, 2020
	REGIONAL UPDATES HEADLINE: REGIONAL UPDATES
	SALES REP 1: Thad Moore - Various Regions
	CONTENT ONE: Many discussions have occurred on post applications as to whether or not additives make a difference in the effectiveness of the chemicals. It is important to read the labels and find out which adjuvants are recommended. Are they a tank mix partner and in what order should they put into the sprayer? The use of Crop Oil, NIS, MSO, DRA, and AMS helps keep the chemical on target and reduce drift.  Their ability to keep the product on the leaf to maintain activity even with the drought/ heat stress our region has been under is very real. It is just as important to understand how these products are mixed in the tank to maximize the effectiveness of control. This is especially important when mixing multiple products or fertilizers together in the tank.  Enlist, Dicamba, Liberty, and RR traits have forced us to rethink what and how we use these products to maximize our potential. 
	DID YOU KNOW HEADLINE: DID YOU KNOW?
	DID YOU KNOW CONTENT: 
	SALES REP 2: RYAN MCALLISTER - Indiana and Western OH
	CONTENT TWO: Joe Pack's years of experience reminded me of a couple things I want to touch on briefly. Some post products for soybeans are no longer able to be used with the calendar date upon us.  Since the EPA ruling on the use of dicamba on Xtend soybeans, the replacement for dicamba on Xtend beans is most likely going to be glyphosate and fomesafen. But remember, we are running up against crop rotation restrictions for fomesafen (Flexstar/Reflex) right now (July 15). An alternative to consider is Cobra or Ultra Blazer. So, as of now, we should not be spraying any more fomesafen containing products like Prefix/Flexstar/Reflex/Warrant Ultra, on soybeans.From a nutritional standpoint, take note of your fields that have exhibited potassium deficiency symptoms this year. Why is this showing up? Is it restricted roots from heavy planting, compaction from last year, or are my K levels decreasing to the point of visual symptoms? It is important to know this answer and work with your Tri Ag agronomist to put together an "extremely important" potassium management plan for this and next year!
	SALES REP 5: AUTUMN VANNATTA - East Central OH
	SALES REP 4:  RYAN FAULCONER - Southern OH
	SALES REP 6: CHUCK GRAU- North & East Central OH
	SALES REP 3: JOE PACK - North Central OH
	CONTENT 3: I have had several calls in the last week about fungicide applications for corn and soybeans during these hot dry conditions. Please remember that most diseases occur during wet, hot and humid conditions. So, the presence of diseases are at very low levels right now. I would recommend spraying a foliar feed product right now, something that has a good dose of potassium. Potassium is a stress mitigator against heat, drought and disease. In the recent week we have experienced 90° temperatures with very little precipitation, so we are starting to see leaf rolling. The early planting fields doesn’t seem to be as severe as those planted later. The biggest reason for this is the early planting has a very good root system. The later-planted corn has  restricted root growth due to less time in the ground and lack of moisture.
	CONTENT 4: WATERHEMP!With this weed becoming more common across the marketing area, we need to know how to handle it. The best way to stop Waterhemp is with residuals... NEVER let it emerge in the first place! Group 15's such as Dual or Zidua are both very good options to stop this weed from taking over.  Overlapping residuals (pre and post applied) in the fields you know it is in, is a great approach to make sure you don’t have any escapes. Waterhemp needs to be sprayed in the 4-6” range to have your best control. If Waterhemp goes to seed, each plant can spread >250,000 seeds! It grows about 1” per day, so it can get hard to manage quickly. It is also a weed that comes in late, which is why it’s super important to use a post residual. Get with your local Tri Ag agronomist to make a plan to help control this weed. 
	CONTENT 5: If you were lucky enough to get some of those pop up, money rains last week, then you’ll notice that the crops in the area jumped up nearly 6 inches overnight! With the high temperatures and limited rainfall over the past couple of weeks, we began to see some leaf rolling in corn. This is the corn plant's way of shading itself to slow the amount of water evaporating and conserve moisture in the leaves. Beans in the area are beginning to flower.  If you are still post spraying, be sure to stage your soybeans before you spray. With the amount of Liberty and Enlist beans in the area, the cut off for Liberty is R1, first flower, and Enlist is R2, full flowering. Not sure how to stage your soybeans? Watch our video or call your Tri Ag agronomist! 
	CONTENT 6: The past two weeks we have been faced with extremely dry and above normal temperatures. We experienced 12 consecutive days of +90° temperatures. Finally, this past weekend we experienced beneficial rain and a moderation of temperatures. I received rainfall amounts from 1”- excess of 4” of rain. Million dollar rains!! However, the hot and dry conditions gave us great wheat harvest weather for harvest to be wrapped up in a timely manner. Wheat yields were very good and the quality was excellent. The dry conditions, however, did effect the amount of double crop soybeans that were able to be planted. Many of the early planted beans are in the R2 stage and we'll be scouting this week for the all-important R3. Early corn fields are beginning to tassel and we will be scouting to coordinate fungicide and nutritional supplement applications as needed. 
	ADDITIONAL CONTENT HEADLINE: GROUP 15's are foundational to a "stay clean" chemistry program
	STORY ONE HEADLINE: Group 15 Herbicides - Which ones are they?
	Button 1: 
	STORY ONE CONTENT: You've likely heard your Tri Ag Agronomist talking about Group 15 herbicides. When we think of controlling grasses and small seeded broadleaves like: Foxtail, Lambsquarter, Waterhemp and Palmer, to name a few, we rely on Group 15 herbicides as a PRE application. Group 15’s are “seedling shoot growth inhibitors” and need to be applied before grass and small seeded broadleaves emerge. As a refresher, Group 15’s that come to mind are products like: Dual II Magnum, Warrant, Harness, Outlook, and Zidua. Yes, they are all the same site of action when it comes to chemistry class, but all of them have different AI’s (Active Ingredients). They also have different rate structures to control grasses and small seeded broadleaves in your fields. Here are some ballpark rate comparisons; if you use 1 pint of Dual II Magnum, you would need to run  the following rates of the other products to provide similar control. Harness - 1.25 pints, Warrant - 3 pints, Outlook - 11 ounces, and Zidua WG - 1.5 ounces or Zidua SC - 2.5 fluid ounces.
	STORY TWO HEADLINE: Group 15 Herbicides - How are they different... or, are they all the same?
	STORY CONTENT TWO: A few things that we look at when choosing between them are: safeners, soil half-life, and rate structures. Let’s dive into these; we will start with safeners. Some of the group 15’s use a safener if applying Pre Plant or Pre in front of a corn crop to improve crop safety. Dual II Magnum has a safener that is called Benoxacor. Harness has a safener called Furilazole. Outlook and Zidua don’t contain safeners. Next we look at soil half-life (how long the products have the opportunity to stay in the soil herbicide zone). These numbers come from the WSSA (Weed Science Society of America) guidebook. The active ingredient S-metolachlor (Dual II Magnum) has an approximate half life of 48 days in Midwest soils. The active ingredient Acetochlor (Harness, Warrant, Surpass NXT) has an approximate half life of 16 days. The active ingredient dimethenamid-P (Outlook) has a half-life of 20 days. Then finally, the active ingredient pyroxasulfon (Zidua) has a 16 to 26 day soil half-life. It should be noted that these are estimates and can vary based on many factors such as soil type, rainfall, etc.In conclusion Group 15’s are the same site of action working on grasses and small seeded broadleaves in your fields. But each one of these Group 15’s work differently in their own unique way and bring something different to the table. Just remember that all of them need to be applied before weed emergence for them to work effectively.Group 15 articles written by Derrick LeBeau, Syngenta Agronomist
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